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With just a few weeks’ 
notice, the whole teaching 
practice at the School of 
Veterinary Medicine, College 
of SHEE, had to transition 
online for all students.
Of particular concern was how the fifth-year 
DVM students could complete their practical 
training in anaesthesia delivery. Traditionally, 
it comprises a significant element of 
two weeks of practical experience in 
a theatre setting in their final year.

Working closely with Murdoch’s Learning 
Technologist Martin Hill, ably assisted 
by special trainee in anaesthesia, 
Jesslyn Cheong, in just a couple of 
weeks the lecturers had to create and 
deliver clinical anaesthesia experience 
for the students despite them all 
being confined to their homes.

Seeking to ‘beam’ the students into 
a theatre setting, the team created 
an avatar. The avatar comprising an 
anaesthetist in theatre with initially an iPod 
strapped to them and a headset, ready 
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to receive direction from students sitting 
in front of their computers at home.

The technical set up quickly introduced 
ManyCam, live streaming software 
that enables multiple video sources to 
be displayed on one screen. Students 
needed to see an overview of what 
was going on in the theatre, but also 
the anaesthetic monitors showing 
physiological readings and the animal 
itself that the avatar was working with.

Subsequent discovery that the resolution 
in the streaming software did not enable 
the students to read and record the 
readings on the monitors, essential to the 
process, saw the introduction of Zoom 
software which offered sufficient clarity.

“The set up was then further refined 
by the introduction of a new Bluetooth 
headset which enabled the avatar to move 
around freely and special glasses with a 
video camera built in. This enabled all the 
students at home to see the exact view 
of the anaesthetist,” said Senior Lecturer 
Veterinary Anaesthesia, Martina Mosing.

Martina ran the clinical sessions for eight 
weeks, coupled with online tutorials. 

“In some ways, the students received 
more clinical experience than the 
traditional delivery because as lecturers 
we spend intensive time with them on 
these avatar sessions and the whole 
group were involved in guiding the avatar 
and completing the case as a group. 
Each session could be up to three hours, 
involving the initial clinical examination, 
administering the pre-medication and 
completion of the whole anaesthesia 
process with the animal,” she said.

The impact of the video glasses was instant, 
giving the whole group an optimum view 
without any need to jostle for position.

Such was the success, the avatar set 
up has also been used by the anatomic 
pathology service at the Vet School during 
dissections and will soon be utilised by the 
equine students during their rotation.

“We are now planning to introduce 
avatar sessions for students earlier on in 
the course. Anaesthesia skills begin in 
third year and we will introduce an avatar 
session and have the whole cohort of 
100 students online, able to gain a more 
comprehensive understanding by connecting 
the dry theory to live theatre activity.”
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Braxton, a 7 week old 
Staffordshire Bull Terrier, 
arrived at the emergency 
room of The Animal Hospital 
at Murdoch University 
(TAHMU) just before 5pm 
on a Friday evening.
His owner had driven him down to us from 
Karratha. The 15 hour journey extended 
further by having to get clearance at 
checkpoints along the way, as this was 
during the recent regional border closures.

Braxton had life-threatening anaemia (a 
low red blood cell count) due to a severe 
hookworm infestation. Puppies can get 
hookworms from their mothers or their 
environment, and Braxton had a very severe 
infestation despite already having been 
dewormed numerous times. Hookworms 
attach to the lining of the stomach and 
suck the dog’s blood causing them to 
become severely anaemic. Braxton had 
already received four blood transfusions 
at his vet in Karratha before being 
referred down to us for ongoing care.

Braxton bounces back after 
life-saving blood transfusions

On arrival Braxton weighed just a tiny 2.8kg. 
He was in a severe state of shock due to 
the blood loss, and had life-threatening 
anaemia. He also had a big distended 
belly due to the worms growing inside 
of him – we could even see the worms 
on an ultrasound of his stomach.

Our emergency team and blood bank teams 
swung into action and used a sample of 
Braxton’s blood to do compatibility testing 
with 5 of our blood donors. Fortunately, 
we found a match, and Braxton was able 
to rapidly receive another life-saving red 
blood cell transfusion. He was hospitalised in 
our ICU where continued to treat him with 
intravenous fluids, daily deworming to try 
to kill the worms, and an iron supplement 
to replace the iron that he had lost. 

Fortunately Braxton responded extremely 
well to treatment. He spent a couple of 
days in the ICU, and then required daily 
rechecks for a few days to make sure his 
red blood cell count stayed stable, before 
he and his dad undertook the long drive 
back to Karratha. Now, a few months later, 
Braxton has made a full recovery and is a 
happy, healthy puppy exploring the world.

Dr Claire Sharp  
Section Head, Emergency and Critical Care

Veterinary 
honour for  
Dr Secombe

Clinical Director of The 
Animal Hospital, Dr Cristy 
Secombe, received a 
top honour at the recent 
2020 Australian Veterinary 
Awards ceremony.
Dr Cristy Secombe (BSc BVMS MANZCVS 
MVSc (hons) Dip ACVIM) received an AVA 
Meritorious Service Award (MSA). The MSA is 
made to members who have rendered special 
or long-term service to the Association, its 
Divisions, Branches or Special Interest Groups. 

Equine Internal Medicine Specialist and 
Associate Professor at Murdoch University, 
Dr Secombe has served Equine Veterinarians 
Australia (EVA) and the AVA for many years, 
including as EVA’s WA State Representative, 
Associate Editor of the Australian Equine 
Veterinarian journal, Stakeholder Chair, 
Education Chair, President in 2018 and 
currently as the Policy Advisory Counsellor. 

In service to the AVA, Cristy is an Associate 
Editor of the Australian Veterinary 
Journal, a Vet Shortage Think Tank 
Member and has served on the Australian 
Government’s Horse Industry Committee. 

Cristy is currently contributing to a research 
project commissioned by EVA into the causal 
factors of the equine veterinarian shortage. 

Congratulations Cristy.

Video consulting emerges as veterinary 
resource at The Animal Hospital
The recent COVID-19 
lockdown presented many 
challenges to the daily 
operations of The Animal 
Hospital. Although it 
remained open, the crisis 
necessitated extensive 
revision to working practices 
and client interaction. 
The challenging period saw the 
introduction of video consults where 
the vets would view the pet clients in 
their home, while the owners attempted 
to steer webcams to show injuries, 
lesions and overall physical condition. 

Primary Care Veterinarian, Dr Joanne Russell-
Smith, found the video consults added 
a new dimension to their animal care.

“We loved getting to see our more nervous 
patients in their natural environments, 
without the stress of the hospital. Even 
our laid back patients are different in 
their own space. Seeing them excitedly 
prancing about at home or carrying their 
favourite toy around was a really lovely 
part of the experience,” she said.

Staff found that the video consults helped 
foster a sense of community with their 
clients, as they worked as a team to 
find solutions to problems that could be 
conducted remotely. The technology and 
challenges it brought about showed the 
owner’s sense of humour and both parties 

bonded quickly as they figured out how best 
to navigate the new modality together.

However it was often tricky and the distance 
soon highlighted the benefits of the 
Hospital’s traditional modes of delivery.

“We are all so very used to being able 
to lay our hands on our patients - to feel 
lumps, manipulate joints, open mouths 
and palpate abdomens. We really missed 
being able to do this and found that the 
absence of a proper physical exam made 
our job very challenging at times. 

“We gained an even deeper appreciation 
for the luxury of being able to connect with 
our clients and colleagues face to face - not 
to mention the joy of being able to pat, 
cuddle and treat our much loved patients.”

The consults brought up many light 
hearted moments such as when an owner 
was unable to find the dog anywhere in 
the house for the allotted consultation. 
An in-depth video tour of the property 
ensued, before the owner eventually 
found him curled up fast asleep. The 
video showing he was clearly unimpressed 
with being discovered and woken.

One day a small, wriggling poodle had 
to be held up to the webcam in order for 
the vet to examine his 1cm lump. The 
impossibility saw owner and vet laughing 
hard, before agreeing that an emailed 
photo was probably a better way forward.

Dr Russell-Smith said their team concluded 
that video consults were a useful tool when 
face to face consultations were not possible.

“There is no substitute for a good physical, 
but we worked around it where possible, 
by having clients email photos of lesions 
and wounds so that we could see them 
more clearly, and working closely with 
clients to have them describe things in 
detail. When a patient still had to go to 
the clinic, the video consult still served as 
a valuable tool in triaging these cases.

“Overall, we found video consults bring 
significant limitations, but they can also be 
a very useful tool for certain patients and 
clients (especially for stable patients who 
don’t enjoy coming in). We are all very 
much enjoying being back in the hospital, 
but appreciate having a new option to 
access our clients when the need arises.” 
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Gift boosts 
Community 
Blood Bank
The generosity of donors, 
provides valuable support for 
the work undertaken at the 
Animal Hospital. One such gift 
was presented to The Animal 
Hospital via a bequest from 
the Estate of Richard Walton. 
Mr Walton was a former client and a 
committed cat lover. Veterinary staff were 
touched to discover that he thought very 
highly of their services and that he had taken 
the time to include a legacy gift in his will. 
Fittingly, in recognition of his love of cats, his 
gift will be allocated to The Animal Hospital’s 
Community Blood Bank which is looking to 
use the donation to purchase some new 
feline equipment for the Blood Bank facility. 

If you would like to have a confidential 
discussion regarding any aspect of 
leaving a gift in your will, please contact 
Brooke Webb, Development Officer 
Planned Giving on (08) 9360 2443 or 
Brooke.Webb@murdoch.edu.au

Celebrating  
(when we still could)
Easy parking and short coffee 
queues weren’t the only 
bonuses for the Vet School’s 
fourth and fifth year students 
when they started their 
academic year in January. 

If you would like to make a 
gift to the veterinary program 
at Murdoch please contact 
the Advancement Team on 
(08) 9360 6211 or email at 
vetfund@murdoch.edu.au

The Class of 2021 at their January DVM Ceremony

Unbeknown to them at the time, their 
early start meant they could celebrate 
milestones with family and friends 
unencumbered by the restrictions that 
were to follow later in the year.

Thanks to Murdoch Veterinary Student 
Association’s well-honed event delivery 
and Hill’s Pet Nutrition generous 
sponsorship, the Class of 2020’s Badge 
Ceremony and the Class of 2021’s DVM 
Ceremony progressed without a hitch.

Both events acknowledged important points 
of transition in the veterinary course. The 
DVM Ceremony marked the commencement 
of students into the Doctor of Veterinary 
Medicine component of the course and 
their penultimate year of studies, while the 
Badge Ceremony saw fifth year students 
presented with their ‘vet in training’ name 
badges as they entered their final year.

The events were hosted at a spot very 
familiar to Murdoch’s veterinary alumni 
and friends - the Vet Pergola.


